Abstract

Many applications can be naturally expressed as computational graphs, where vertices represent computations and the edges express either ordering relationships or the passing of data between these computations. Computational graphs appear across many domains including digital content creation, gaming, finance, mobile computing and technical computing. In this talk, I will present a new feature in the Intel® Threading Building Blocks (Intel® TBB) library that allows users to easily express and execute parallel computational graphs. Intel TBB is a widely used, award-winning C++ template library for creating reliable, portable, and scalable shared-memory parallel applications. The Intel TBB flow graph leverages the library’s task scheduler to create computational graphs that compose with the tasks and generic parallel algorithms provided by the library, allowing users to easily create hierarchical applications with nested parallelism.

After a brief introduction to the Intel® Threading Building Blocks library, I will present an overview of the new flow graph feature, describing the graph object, its node types and edges. I will then present examples of flow graphs including a dependency graph that performs a blocked wave-front computation across a matrix, an image processing application that performs feature recognition, and an implementation of the dining philosophers problem. I will also compare the new flow graph with other existing features in Intel TBB: directed acyclic graphs of tasks and the pipeline class. I will conclude with a summary and pointers to additional information about the flow graph and other new features in Intel® Threading Building Blocks 4.0.
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